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Pension Fund Custodian
("PFC") and managed and
administered on the
contributor's behalf by a

were funded in the private

sector or in Parastatals, the
management of such funds
were most times not handled
Pension Fund Administrator professionally, sometimes
("PFA") of the employee's resulting in defaults in

1.

choice. Where existin g payments of retirement

schemes have bee n benefits especially in
approved for continuance, public sector

lntroduction

the

he Pension Reform Act

such schemes must

a
compu lsory contributory

Closed neither a clear regulator for
Pension Fund Administrator p enstons nor a regulatory
("CPFA"), which is also f ramework. Employers
licensed by PenCom where generally established

2004 ("the Act"),

pension scheme ("the

managed

by a

be

Sch eme" or "CPS") has been
established for all categories of the company wishes to
workers in the Federal public continue management or
service, Federal Ca pital outsourced to a PFA. Assets
Territory, and in the p rivate belonging to such schemes
sector ("the applicable must also be transferred to a

sectors"). The scheme is a PFC for custody. Such
marked departure from the schemes must be valued and
pay-as-you-go defined benefit fully funded on an annual
("D8") schemes that existed in basis
the public sector and im proves

the ma JOr
differences
between the n EW
the private and public sectors
by making full funding of all scheme, and previous
schemes compulsory. The Act pension arrangements
provides for certain categories tnc ude
,)
Under
of existing schemes to apply to
the
the pension situation n both Essentially,
i

the National

Pens on

Commission ("PenCom") for
continuation although they are
still ,.required to be managed in
acco rdance with the Act. The
new scheme is a defined
contribution scheme in which
monthly funded contributions
are made by employee and

Contributory Pension

Scheme ("CPS"), employer
and employees make funded

contributions into

a

?

Previously, there was

schemes on terms best suited
to them and often times under

very

oose arrangements

Under the CPS, PenCom has
been created as the sole
reg u ator for all pension
matters and pension funds are
required to be managed and
administered by privatel v
owned and licensed p FAs
selected by each employee,
whi e the custody of the assets
is the responsibility of a third
party PFC appointed by the
PFA. PenCom also issues
guidelines for the investment
of pension funds
)
Unless the employer
chooses to, there is no

requirement

to

guarantee

Retirement Savings Account retirement benefits to their
("RSA") for the exclusive employees based on final
benefit of the employee or his emolument and years
of
legal beneficiaries, while servtce as was done
previous DB schemes in the previously under various
public
employer. The funded
sector were largely schemes. ln a CPS, the
contributions are held by a unfunded, or where they retirement benefits to be
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received are a function of the
funded contributions made;
the returns on investment on
the funds and the withdrawal
plan chosen by the emPloYee
at retirement. Therefore under
the CPS, actuarial deficits and
funding gaps associated with

DB schemes

ill

be
the
elim inated. However,
investment risk is now borne
w

by the employee who

is

responsible for choosing the
PFA.

?

Previously, most

schemes except in the Public

sector and very large

multinationals, made lump
sum retire me nt benef it
payments and the employees

retirement futu re

was

thereafter dependent on
his/her ability to manage the
lump sum received and/or

others, discuss lnvestment are short or long term
and Risk Management in borrowings by an institution
general, the Pension and offer capital appreciation
Reform Act, the PenCom when they are tradeable, but
lnvestment Guidelines and typically provide a fixed rate of

the

k

Management return in the form of an interest
Framework u nder the rate that is disclosed at the
Ris

scheme.

2. Conceptual
Framework
To give a proper background
to the subject matter of this
paper, it would be useful to
discuss risk management
and investments from the
theoretical perspective, as
well as highlight the major

time of making the investment.
Fixed inco me sec u rit ie s
include Government bonds,

corporate bonds

and

debentures, etc.

lnvestments are therefore

made to cater for the financial
needs of investors, which may
include children's education,
planning towards a business
provisions of the Act that deal or in this case. retirement
with investment of pension planning. The investment
funds and risk management. process is therefore aimed at

2.'l

selecting investment

lnvestment and Risk instruments that will ensure
the growth of assets, and
Ma nagement

secure alternative sources of lnvestment involves
income in retirement. Under deploying assets into a
the CPS, each employee must project/venture with a view to
receive a pension payment for receiving a return or income
life.

Based on the foregoing, it is
therefore evident that the

success

of the CPS is

predicated on the ability of
the PFAs and PFCs to
manage, ad minister and
protect pension assets as

well as the quality

of
regulation and supervision
provided in this regard bY
PenCom.

deliver sufficient income over
time to achieve stated goals.
Wh ile ch oos in g these
instruments, investors must be
in future, and thereby mindful that the tenor of these
increasing the value of the instruments match th eir
assets. lnvestments can be investment horizon while
made directly into a project or providing growth; and also are
compa ny through the secure, and reasonably liquid
ownership of shares to ensure that once needed
Corporate institutions as well they can be easily converted to
as governments also issue cash. Different investors have
investment securities in the varying investment objectives
form of bonds and and will therefore have varying
strategies to meet these
debentures

Generally speaking,

can be
investments '1)
EquitY
categorized as

This paper will attempt to
discuss and examine the investments which connote

issues of investment and risk ownership, and include direct
management that are investment in ordinary shares
essential to the success of and eq u ity based mutual
the new Scheme, and funds which offer expected
highlight some of the benefits long term capital appreciation
and limitations of the CPS and dividends that are not
and its investment and risk certain at the time of the
management framework. investment; and 2) Fixed
The paper will, amongst lncome investments, which
20

objectives. Pension

fu nd s,

because they are usually longterm in nature should be
managed with a view to
consistently g rowin g the
assets above the inflation rate,
while providing security and
liquidity to meet the needs of

at retirement. lt
therefore means that pension
funds should hold portfolios of

workers

varying investment
instruments to meet these
objectives.
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The two major factors

that
guide an investor's strategy are
nrs expected returns and risk
tolerance. Risk is the possibility
ot loss of the value of an
investment. There
a
relationship between risk and
expected returns, such that the
higher the level of risk, the
higher the expected returns on
an investment, and vice versa.

is

lnvestment risk is usually
mitigated through the process
of asset a lloca t ion and
diversification, which involves
spreading investment assets
among different classes of
instruments and issuers whose

returns have

a

negative

correlation or are expected to
behave differenfly. The idea of
diversification as a tool of risk
mitigation is also one that is
deep rooted in history, culture
and religion. and even gets a
biblical mention in Ecclesiastes
.1

1, verse 2: 'put

default
etc.

risk, key-man

ln designing a

risk, be addressed by the quality of
reporting relationships, and
regulatory interface between
risk the operators and penCom,

management model to which should highlight

mitigate the risk of a portfolio, possible signs of
distress or
investment managers must non-compliance
to the
identify the various risks that detriment of RSA holders.

are applicable to their

portfolio as well as the risk 2.2 Overview
of The Act
tolerance of the investors, to
lnvestment & Risk
enable them analyse the
Management
behaviour of the various The Act as an enabling
instruments and issuers, and legislation contains
several
develop a strategy that will provisions that deal with
minimize such risks, and investment of pension fund
achieve the in ve sto r,s assets and risk management
objectives.
as follows:

2.1.1. Provisions Relating

Pension funds are usually
guided by the Prudent Man

to lnvestment of

Pension Fund Assets
According to the Act, pension
funds must be invested with
the objectives of safety and
maintenance of fair returns.
Specifically, Section 73 of the
Act specifies the category of
instruments, which pension

Rule which requires trustees
and pension fund managers
to ' exercise the judgment

and care, under the
circumstances then

your prevailing which men o
prudence, character and
intelligence exercise in the funds can be invested in,
management of their own subject to guidelines issued
affairs, not in regard to from trme to time by penCom,
speculation, but in regard a s fo llows:

rnvestments in several places
many places, in fact- because
you do not know what kind o
bad luck you are going to have
in this world"

to the permanent ?

lnvestments are exposed to disposition of their funds
different types of risks. Some of considering the probabte
these risks are common to the income as well as
the
market while others are unique probable safety of
the
to the specific investment. capital'
Risks, which are common to
the market place, cannot be RSA holders are not only
mitigated by diversification. e. g. interested in the ris
ks
political risk, local currency associated with the portfolio
risk. lnvestmenFspecific risks of investments that their
on the other hand are based on assets are invested
in, but
issues speciflc to a particular are also worried about
the
investment instrument or likelihood of distress of pFAs
issuer and can therefore be and PFCs, and risks
mitigated through associated with changing
diversification i.e. hold ing PFAs and PFC, should they
different instruments with be drssatisfied with their
d ifferent return patterns. services or
the level of
Examples of investme nt returns received. Risk

specific risks are earnings risk, management issues also can
21

Bonds, bills and other

securities issued

or

guaranteed by the Federal
Government or the Central
)

Bank of Nigeria;

Bond s, debentures,
redeemable preference
shares and other debt
instruments issued by

corporate e ntities and
listed on a Stock Exchange

registered under the
lnvestments and
Securities Act 1999
("rSA");

Ordinary shares of public
limited companies listed on

a Stock Exchange

registered under the ISA
with good track records
having declared and paid
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assets on behalf of the

dividends in the preceding management it is Pertinent to
mention that some of the
five years;
Bank deposits and provisions of the Act have a
direct bearing on risk
securities:
lnvestment certificates of management while others
closed-end investment affect risk management in a
funds or hybrid investment somewhat more ind irect
funds listed on a Stock manner. Some of the
Exchange registered underlying philosophies of
under the ISA with a good the Act, ranging from the
individual choice of a PFA bY
track record of earning;
employees, separation of
the
Units sold by open-end
investment funds or the role of custody from
specialist open-end investmentofmanagement,
a u n itized
investment funds listed on operation

PFA.

investment scheme,
the stock exchange appointment
of a Compliance
recognized by the
establishment of a
Commission;
Real Estate lnvestments:
Such other instruments as
may be prescribed bY the

Officer,
statutory reserve, ease of

transfer of RSA from one PFA
to another, even the licensing
operators and appointment
Commission f rom of
executives and toP
of
time to time.
management will address
some of the risk management
According to Section 74 of the
issues relevant to the new
Act, pension assets may also
be invested outside Nigeria. scheme.
with the approval of the Sections 7 5 and 76 of the Act
President as recommended set limitations on the
by PenCom.
permissible

categories

From the foregoing, the Act
complies with best practices of
pension fund management
aimed at ensuring the growth

of assets without
compromising security and
liq u id ity. The focus on

exchange traded securities
and government guaranteed
debt instruments will assure

shares

r
o

the quality of investments that

pension funds can

be
deployed in and transparency
in the acquisition of such asset
thereby providing safety of the
pension funds.

2.1.2 Provisions Relating
to Risk Managemettt
ln discussing provisions of .he

Act relating to rrsk

of

investments with a view to
reducing the investment risks
associated with the decisions
of PFAs and PFCs as follows:
PFAs shall not invest
pension fund assets in the

c

or any other

securities issued by:
ThePFAoTPFC; and
A shareholder of the PFA
or PFC
PFAs shall not
Sell pension assets to
itself, any shareholder,
director or affiliate of the
PFA; any employee of the
PFA; the spouse of its
shareholders, directors,
affiliates or employees;

PFAs are also not allowed
to purchase any Pension
fund assets
PFAs are not allowed to
apply any pension assets
under its management bY
way of loans and credits or
as collateral for anY loan
taken by any person.
Section 77 of lhe Act further
provides that PenCom maY
impose further restrictions on
investments to protect the
interest of RSA holders. The
investment guidelines issued
by PenCom provides fu rther
restrictions to protect RSA
holders, and will be discussed
later in this paper.

Section 66 (2)

Act
provides for the establishment

of a Risk

22

IVlanagement

Committee at the board level,
responsible for:
Determining the risk Profile
of the investment portfolios
of the PFA;
Drawing up programmes of

ad.justment-in case of
deviation;

Determining the level of
reserves to cover the risk

of the investment
portfolios; and
Advising the PFA in
maintaining adequate

internal

control

procedures.
specif ic provisions
mentioned above set the tone

These

for the risk

management

framework for the operators
under the scheme. The actual
ability to address these risks
under this framework will also
be dependent on the skill and
expertise of the PFA and the
techniques and systems that

aff iliates of any
shareholder of a PFA
and the PFC holding they
;

of the

develop and employ

in

BANK OF

:ENTRA
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this regard. As

mentioned guidelines seek to address
these concerns by providing a
guidelines issued by penCom uniform set of rules applicable
will provide further guidance in to all operators to guide their
this regard and will be the investment decisrons.
focus ofthe next section.
Compliance with these
guidelines will
monitored
3. Overview of pension and enforced be
by penCom
Fund lnvestment through a robust reporting
Guidelines
relationship with the pFAs

earlier, the investment

PenCom has d eveloped

and PFCs.

lnvestment Guidelines (,.the
Guidelines") in consultation 3.1.1

lnstitutional

means that all contributors to a
particular PFA will have their

contributions invested

in

a

similar manner in a stngle fund,
as against having multrple
funds lproducts) with different
characteristics for contributors
within one PFA to choose
from. The decision to operate a
single. rather than a multiple
fund approach is predicated
on the novelty of the scheme,
and the need to build capacity

with PFAs and PFCs to guide
Framework and and acceptance of the
the investment activities of
Authorized Trading scheme, before a llowing
PFAs and ensure that pension
Markets
multiple funds. Multiple funds,
funds are invested safely and The Guidelines establish a according
to the Guidelines
securely in accordance with framework for the operation will be
developed and
international best pract jces in of PFAs and PFCs. This permissible
in the near future
investment management, and institutional framework gives by
operators and PenCom.
to ensure the growth and a general guidance to the When such multiple funds are
protection of retirement operators.
available, contributors may
benefits under the Act. The
have
chorce of drfferent
guidelines also provide a Firstly, PFAs and PFCs are p rod u a
cts with differing
general outline for how risk not permitted to contract out characteristics
take age,
management should be their core functions of risk profile orthat
even ethical
carried out by the operators.
pension fund administration issues into consideration.

and investment

The principles underlying the management. The PFAs and To ensure sound governance
guidelines seek to ensure a PFCs prior to their licensing of
the investment
broad asset allocation, were deemed to have the management
process and
diversification withrn asset professional expertise and adherence to
these

classes, risk management, technical competence to
liquidity, and competitrve carry out their activities as
investment returns. These stated in the Act. The
principles will ensure that operators were also requrred
contributions made under the to put in place the requislte
Act are invested technology and systems
to

conservatively, and that such
funds are as much as possible

protected f rom market

distress.

As a new scheme,

many

guidelines, PFAs are required

to establish at board level, a
Risk Management Committee

and lnvestment

Strategy

Committee, each with at least
one non-executive Director, as
catry out their a member. The lnvestment
responsibilities. With all these Strategy Committee is
in place, PFAs and PFCs are responsible for formulating
supposed to have all the internal investment strategies
necessary capacity in-house in compliance with the
to carry out their core investment guide nes, while

contrrbutors have expressed activities, relating to the Risk Management
fears and concerns over the investment management and Committee is responsible
for
potential investment decisions administration without
determining the acceptable
of their PFAs, as well as recourse to a third party.
risk profile of the lnvestment
a ctivities of their pFCs.
po rtfo lio, drawing up risk
especially as the Act Also, the Guidelines require assessment
and
empowers the PFAs to take each PFA to establrsh a measurement systems,
and
investment decisions on single investment fund for all mo n ito ring the portfolio
contnbutors' behalf. The contributions made to it. This against risk tolerance limits.
23
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To ensure the integrity

and
transparency of investments
made by PFAs, the guidelines
establish authorized markets
for trading in pension fund

Exchange and must also
have iAJavq" ratings from at
least two rating agencies.

The guidelines also

establish that where two
rating agencies have
assets. These guidelines different ratings, the lower

ensure that pension assets can rating shall apply.
only be purchased and sold in
organ ized and reg istered 3.1.3 Conflicts of lnterest
securities markets. For capital Conflicts of interest will
market investments, PFAs are usually arise when
only allowed to deal in investment decisions are
securities that include:
made in situations affecting

the bottom line of

the

itself or related parties.

PFAs cannot invest

pension assets
PFAs/PFCs

or

in
their

shareholders.
Trading at prejudicial
prices, i.e. prices that

are not market

determined even where
such prices are in the

contributors' favour

is

also not permissible.

3.1.4Quality

of

lnstruments

Ordinary shares of operator, its Directo(s) or its The guidelines clearly specify
companies quoted on a employees and may the types and quality of
SEC-regulated
compromise their permissible assets wh ich
securities exchange;

Government bonds issued
and guaranteed by the
Federal Government or
State Governments to be
listed on a SEC-regulated
securities exchange.

lVloney market investments
must be made on a lVloney
Market electronic platform
approved by the Central Bank
of Nigeria ("CBN") orthe Money
Market Association of Nigeria.

3.1.2 Credit Ratings

To ensure that investments
made by PFAs are of the
highest quality, the guidelines

require that investment

instruments and companies
invested in must have at least
"BBB" rating from at least two
rating agencies. Also, banks
whose instruments are being

invested

in must have a

minimum "A" rating from at
least two agencies and
securities issued via an lnitial
Public Offering ("lPO") must be
listed on a recognized Stock

pension assets can

be
invested in. For money market
and fixed income securities,
PFAs are only allowed to
invest in Federal and State
decisio ns or worse still Government Bonds, Nigerian
investment decisions that Treasury Bills, Corporate
favour the PFAs, its bonds and preference shares,
directors, management and as well as Bank deposits,
staff , to the detriment of the subject to specific guidelines
contributors. To protect the on credit ratings as stated in
contributors f rom such the guidelines. Capital market
potential conflicts of interest. investments that are
and their inherent risks, the permissible include:- Ordinary
guidelines establish that;
shares of listed companies,
with 3 out of 5 preceding years'
N/argin Trading or the profitability and dividend
collaterization of pension payment, units of open ended
assets to obtain loans for unit trusts, units of closed unit
investment purposes is not trusts, Mortgage Backed
perm issible.
Secu rities ("lVBS'), Rea
Borrowing of Estate lnvestment Tru sts
Securities or taking ("RElTs"), and Asset Backed
short positions with Securities. The guidelines also
pension assets is not specify the quality of these
allowed. Borrowing of capital market investments.
secu rities involves
additional investment Also, where investments are
risks that pension no longer permissible, due to
assets should not be credit rating downgrades of
one grade below the minimum,
exposed to.
PFAs cannot such investments may be held
sell/purchase to maturity, and then disposed.
pen sion assets to However, where such a
downgrade is by more than
professional integrity. Thus

Open-ended and closed conflicts of interest affect the
ended investment fu nds integrity of the investment
quoted on a SEC-regulated process, and may lead to
securities exchange; and
sub-optimal investment

I
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one grade below, such an To effectively manage performance benchmarks to
investment must be investment risks across the monitor the performance of
disposed of within 90 days of various asset classes, the PFAs' investment decisions.
the downgrade.
guidelines provide The table below captures the
investment limits for each investment limits and

3.1.5 P

ortfoIi

Diversification
Asset CIass

Fed

Govt

Securities
State Govt
Securities
Corporate
Bonds/Debt
including
RElTs, MBS
lMoney [Varket
lnstruments

o category of assets, and also performance guidelines set by
establish'minimum PenCom:

Maximum
lnvestment as %
of Pension Fund
Assets

Per Issuer

Per lssue

100%

Maximum of 100% of total
issue of FGN bond
Maximum of 2% of Pension
Fund assets in one State
Govt
[Vaximum of 2.5% of all
issues by one corporate

No Limit

20o/o

30%

25%

Ordinary
Slrares

25%

Open End ed
and Closed
Funds

5%

Maximum of 2% of any
one State Govt issue
lVlaximum of 2.5% of any
one issue

Maximum of 1% of pension Not Applicable
fund assets in all
instruments issued by one
bank
Jt/aximum of 1% of pension lMaximum of 1% of
fund assets in any one
issued capital
corporate
lVaximum of 0.5% of
lVlaximum of 0.5% of any
pension fund assets t o one open, closed or hybrid
issuer
fund issued

25
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The inherent

diversrfication
among asset classes caPtured
above will ensure that Pension
funds achieve comPetitive
returns without comPromising
their security and liquiditY.

June 2006

Government are able to meet contributory Pension scheme

their obligations to their workers are assured of

workers. Prior to the Act, the retirement benefits, which
federal public service consist of the contributions
operated an unfunded non- made over time and anY
contributory defined benefit investme nt income and
Pay-As-You-Go ("PAYG") appreciation accruing to their
RSAs. The delaYs in the
3.1 .6 Guidelines for Closed scheme. Also, some
PFAs ("CPFAs") and institutions in the Private release of retirement benefits
bY
Approved Existing sector operated sim ilar to pensioners causedand
few bureaucratic bottlenecks,
schemes wh
Schemes
approval procedures. will be
contributoryi
For institutions whose existing operated funded
schemes are aPProved bY schemes. A great majority of eliminated, as retirement
be pard out
PenCom as well as those who the private iector however. benefits will
these funded
are allowed to oPerate CPFAS, did not operate any pension directly from
PFAs without
the
by
investments that alreadY exist or retiiement benefit RSAs
that do not conform to these schemes for their workers. cumbersome approval
new guidelines maY be Public sector pension procedures.
maintained subject to further schemes were also Plagued
regulations that will be issued with huge deficits and late I Choice & Portability
by PenCom. TheY are also remittances to Pensioners lEmployees will determine,
is
allowed to maintain their who had to go through great lwhich licensed PFA
their
existing investment guidelines pains to receive their i responsible for managing
to
belongs
RSA
i
the
and
and therefore do not need to benefits. The main argument RSAs,
be
can
conform with the guidelines for in favour of a funded the employee, and
the general RSA Funds. contributorY scheme lmoved from one 1ob to
However, changes to these compared to what obtained another.
guidelines req.uire aPProval bY previously, is that retirement
benefits due to workers under A TechnologY Driven and
PenCom.
a fu nd ed contributorY User Friendly SYstem
has been
4 Benefits of the pension scheme do not suffer The systembythat
and
PenCom
developed
the payment risk associated
Scheme
is
operators.
Overall, the new contributorY with the illiquidity or ill-health the licensed
lnformation TechnologY
pension scheme Provides of the employer.
d rive n, and would allow
overwhelming benefits for the
access to
Nigerian worker, the ln a PAYG scheme, the contributors have balances
employers, including the retirees may or may not their account
government as well as the receive their benef its through the lnternet and other
depending on whether or not technology driven Platforms
economy in general.
their employer, for examPle, Efficient customer service and
investment returns are at
An lmprovement on Government has sufficient good
cash resources at that time to the heart of the Scheme, and
Previous Schemes
The ContributorY Pension make the PaYments the PFAs that have beenin
Scheme is a marked deParture However. in a funded licensed have had to Put
from what existed PreviouslY in co n trib u to ry Pension place systems, Personnel and
that
the country, and such scheme, this payment risk of services that will ensure
gain
easY
schemes are being embraced the employer is eliminated, or contributors can
world wide as a veritable at least it can be ascertained access to their accou nts,
mean s of ensuring that early during the emPloYee's maximize returns to be earned
workers receive their work life, and defaulting on their retirement benefits
retirement benefits, and that employers can be comPelled over time, and receive their
employers, including the to fund the RSAs. ln a funded retirement benefits with ease.

ile a

I
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it

means that there would be no
long queues, or requirements
to travel long distances to get
their pension payments or
eVen to present themselves for
periodic pay parades.

old to gain access to their guarantee as to the security of
RSAs at which time they must pension fund assets. lt is
have retired. Modes of expected that these guidelines
with d rawa I include a will ensure that contributors,
programmed withdrawal for funds are securely invested
life, the purchase of an and will yield sufficient returns
annuity for life, and a lump to meet the retirement needs

sum withdrawal subject to the
The scheme will also result in balance of the RSA being
the establishment of a National able to provide at least 50%
Data Bank, wh ich other of the individual's last salary
industries and Government over their expected lifespan.
agencies can build on and These requirements will
utilize.

of the workers.

Pension assets would
therefore be invested in a
manner that ensures that there
is reasonable diversification to

ensure that retirement reduce the risk of longterm

benefits are only available to investment assets, and that
workers during their old age asset allocation is distributed
Benefits
except tor situation s oi among the broad asset
The scheme also empowers disability and ill-health. lt classes of nroney market,
the Nigerian worker, by giving would also ensure that capital market and real
estate
them the choice as to how their adequate funds are available thereby reflecting
the
need to
pensions are managed and on a continuous basis to meet create
liq u id ity to meet

Social and Economic

the assurance of their recurrent expenditure of withd rawa I needs at
retirement benefits. lt also retirees throughout their life. retirement. On the other

enhances labour mobility, as
extreme also, pension assets
workers can move fieely from Prudent lnvestment should not be
exclusively
one employer to another Guidelines
placed in investments that
without any encumbrances on The Act also stipulates yield returns that
cannot
their retirement benefits, and investment guidelines for the compete with the level of
without having to forfeit their management of pension fund inflation in the economy to
retirement benefits, should assets and requires that ensure that the pension
they work for a relatively short PFAs adhere strictly to these contributions are
achieving
period in one institution. The investment guidelines that "real" inflation
adjusted
Act will also instill a savings seek to ensure the security groMh.
culture among Nigerians, and quality of pension fund
which will create a pool of long assets- The investment 5
Limitations of the
term investible funds for the guidelines generally specify
Scheme
development of our financial the broad asset categories Despite its laudable
markets and the economy as a that are permissible, and will objectives, and ovenivhelming
whole. There is a requirement a lso include maximum benefits, the new pension
for group life insurance cover exposure limits for each sch e me still has some
to employees. This will also asset category. The shortcomings, which it would
improve staff welfare, and guidelines also require that surely over come through time.
promote worker commitment assets be invested in Like every new system,
of
and loya lty and provide investment grade securities the typical challenges is one
that of
adequate cover for a worker's issued by institutions with a capacity, both on the side of
family should he or she die in track record of performance the operators as well as the
service.
and quality ratings. PFAs are regulators to handle the
required to be prudent in the demands of this system,
Protective Withdrawal management of pension especially in terms
of
Modes
funds, and PFCs are information dissemination to
The withd rawa I modes expected to diligently monitor RSAholders.
prescribed by the Act require the investment decisions of
workers to be at least 50 years

the PFAs and provide
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few

ex pe rien ced fund sophisticated investors may long term retums that. undermanagement houses such as simply want a guarantee for perform the inflation rate,
the IBTC Group in the new their invested funds. Such a thereby yielding real negative
scheme is a big impetus for guarantee will not be retums for the pension funds,
success and is already proving available under a single fund and dire consequences for
a big plus for this young arrangement. Also, the employees whose benefits
industry. IBTC is the only Bank single fund approach does are invested in that manner.
Group with a PFA subsidiary - not cater for ethical

IBTC Pension Managers

considerations
gaining

in

Limited - in the new pension investments, which are
increasing
industry; given its antecedents
in asset management. IBTC importance in our society
Pension Managers Limited today.
("IBTC Pensions") from day
one has focused on quality ln my humble opinion, the
service and long-term possible portfolio splits under
competitive investment return - the Guidelines are skewed
a rich heritage derived from too heavily towards fixed
IBTC's extensive and proven income securities, thus
track record
money undermining the potential
management and long-held that equity investments may
protection and provide. Experience has
values

in

of

6

Summary and
Gonclusion

The new Contributory Pension
Scheme is obviously a new

for pension fund
management in Nigeria with
obvious benefits for
dawn

em p loyers, em ployees,
Government and society as a
whole. The many months
leading to the passage of the
Act, generated controversy
and debate all across the
country. Today, we have a

enhancement of customers' shown that equity remarkable piece of
wealth. Well-capitalized at inr4estments, while riskier legislation, a transparent,
N500 million (significantly thdn debt inslruments are consultative, and responsive
likely to offer superior regulatory framework and
above the minimum more
long
term
returns required to regulator, and a burgeoning
requirement of N150 million)
grow
pension
fund over a industry that is attracting
a
and adequately staffed with the
period.
Forthe younger significant investments and
best hands available in the long
industry, IBTC Pensions has contributors to the Scheme I positively affecting society.
deployed its services to private who by virtue of their age
and public sector employees may have a bigger appetite ln the years to come, we
covered by the new scheme at for risk, having only 25-30% anticipate that the inherent
over 60 locations nationwide of their assets in equities may benefits of the scheme, as well
and the company is already not be very palatable. lt is as the increased level of
commanding a leadership envisaged that with multiple compliance and focused
funds in place sometime in implementation will yield
position in the industry.
future this anomaly will be significant benefits for the
The single investment fund corrected.
nation. The bold step of reform
approach which is required Finally, the investment as encapsulated in this
under the Guidelines creates a guidelines also allow PFAs to
"one-size-fits-all" approach to invest 100% of pension
fund management which could assets in FGN bonds. A PFA
make the pension reform who adopts this investment

programme appear approach would have
u nattractive by eithe r fundamentally gone against

scheme will also be a beacon
of hope for reform in some of
the most troubled aspects of
our national life.

At the heart of the scheme is

the principles of long term the Nigerian worker, and the
capital appreciation which need to provide him a safe and
by reducing lhe exposure of should normally guide the comfortable lile in retirement.
risk-seeking contributors.
activities of pension fund To achieve this in a CPS, the
managers. While FGN bonds
Some contibutors, padicularly will provide safety ol capilal, focus wouH have to be on
older contributoE and nol-too- they may nonstheless girre aggressive yet prud€nt
inveslment management
increasing the risk exposure of
hitherto risk averse people or

n
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w{thin

a

robust and

risk ma nagement frarnework

\ffhile the Act and Gu

issued pursuant to it

-.lune 2006

The other limitations of the
Scherne will prcssly be
addressed over tirne as the
reguJatory environment
by becornes stronger, and the

PenCom provide the basis and
direction for the investment of

pension funds and the

management of investment
risks, the implementation of
same, and the skill with which

will .establish CPSs in . each
state, and allow its benefits
touc,fr the lives of workers. A
nurnber of State Governments
have already begun the
scheme gains wider process, and we can only
acceptance. Also very continue to support them, and
important in fully harnessing encourage others to tow a
the potential of the scheme, similarline.
is allowing its benefits spread

to every corner of

the Finally, with the new CPS, it is
also pertinent to mention the
need for developing a social
security system that will cater
for the unemployed, self-

PFAs do so will greatly impact country. Currently, due to
on the success of the schemes. constitutional constraints,
It looks great on paper, and in only Federal Government
theory, but the capacity, human employees and private
and technological, within this individuals are covered by
new industry will make or mar the Act, leaving State
its success. So far, operators Government and Local
have risen adequately to this Government employees
challenge and they are excluded. The ball is now in
expected to continue to invest the courts of State Houses of
and innovate in this most assembly to adopt a similar
important industry.
legislation like the Act that

employed, and other categories
of persons whose lives may not
feel the impact of this new
Scheme. This should be the

next challenge for

Government.
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